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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an exploration into a remnant of a past land-
scape. This landscape is located on a four acre farm in Woburn,
Massachusetts. The study begins with a look at the history of
the land, followed by the documentation and analysis of the exist-
ing land form and building structures, leading to the development
of a vocabulary for occuption. The development of the vocabulary
from the documentation evolved through diagrammatical optional
studies which were further investigated through the building of
a sketch model.
Throughout the study an effort was made to develop a strong
continuity between past and present and to strengthen the bond
between the community and the built landscape. To simplify the
analysis of the site a key was devised to divide the site into
six regions. These regions include the Main House - Cambridge
Road area, the North Hill Edge, the Southeast Corner, the Open-
field, the North Wall, and the East Rock Ledge.
Through necessity, this is mainly a visual documentation of
the exploration. Written text, diagrams and photographs are
interwoven to present a clear understanding of the process.
Thesis Supervisor: Maurice K. Smith
Title: Professor of Architecture
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INTRODUCTION
There is little emotional
bond with the landscape of today.
The dilemma we face is one of
subtraction. What is being taken
away from the land exceeds what
is given in return. The previous
context had a strong relationship
with the land and established
continuities throughout the re-
gion. As these images fade away
and toneless form takes hold, the
remaining remnants are of ever
increasing value and stand as re-
minders of the rapid rate of
landscape loss. The intention of
this study is to reverse this
process by not only strengthening
what exists, but also enriching
and extending the system.
The following images are glim-
pses of enduring landscapes along
Cambridge Road.
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"Only when understanding our place, we may be able to participate
creatively and contribute to its history."
Christian Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci
15
"Short-term theater: This most recent architectural disease is
probably rooted in environmental/life despair, bomb. So what
sense in continuity? Why build? So let's juggle short-term cut-
cardboard stage-sets; conjure up instant historical-looted remnants.
Let's not."
Maurice K. Smith, Space & Society
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"'Then where is Reality?'
barked Tock.
"'Right here,' cried Alec,
waving his arms. 'You're stand-
ing in the middle of Main Street.'
"They looked around very
carefully. Tock sniffed sus-
piciously at the wind and the
Humbug gingerly stabbed his cane
at the air, but there was nothing
at all to see.
"'It's really a very pleasant
city,' said Alec as he strolled
down the street, pointing out
several of the sights, which
didn't seem to be there, and tip-
ping his cap to the passers-by.
There were great crowds of peo-
ple rushing along with their
heads down, and they all appeared
to know exactly where they were
going as they darted down and a-
round the nonexistent streets
and in and out of the missing
buildings.
"'I don't see any city,' said
Milo very softly.
"'Neither do they,' Alec re-
marked sadly, 'but it hardly mat-
ters, for they don't miss it at
all.'
"'It must be very difficult
to live in a city you can't see,'
Milo insisted, jumping aside as
a line of cars and trucks went
by.
17
Norton Juster, The Phantom Tollbooth
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"Milo remembered the many
times he'd done the very same
thing; and, as hard as he tried,
there were even things on his
own street that he couldn't re-
member.
"'No one paid any attention
to how things looked, and as they
moved faster and faster every-
thing grew uglier and dirtier,
and as everything grew uglier
and dirtier they moved faster
and faster, and at last a very
strange thing began to happen.
Because nobody cared', the city
slowly began to disappear. Day
by day the buildings gew fainter
and fainter, and the streets
faded away, until at last it was
entirely invisible. There was
nothing to see at all.'
"'It doesn't do any good,'
Alec replied, 'for they can never
see what they're in too much of
a hurry to look for.'
"'Why don't they live in
Illusions?' suggested the Humbug.
'It's much prettier.'
"'Many of them do,' he an-
swered, walking in the direction
of the forest once again, 'but
it's just as bad to live in a
place where what you do see isn't
there as it is to live in one
where what you don't see is.'
"'Perhaps someday you can
have one city as easy to see as
Illusions and as hard to forget
as Reality,' Milo remarked."
"'What did they do?' the
Humbug inquired, suddenly taking
an interest in things.
"'Nothing at all,' continued
Alec. 'They went right on living
here just as they'd always done,
in the houses they could no long-
er see and on the streets which
had vanished, because nobody had
noticed a thing. And that's the
way they have lived to this very
day.'
"'Hasn't anyone told them?'
asked Milo.
"'Not at all, once you get
used to it,' said Alec. 'But let
me tell you how it happened,'
And, as they strolled along the
bustling and busy avenue, he be-
gan.
"'Many years ago, on this
very spot, there was a beauti-
ful city of fine houses and in-
viting spaces, and no one who
lived here was ever in a hurry.
The streets were full of wonder-
ful things to see and the peo-
ple would often stop to look at
them.'
"'Didn't they have any place
to go?' asked Milo.
"'To be sure,' continued
Alec; 'but, as you know, the
most important reason for going
from one place to another is to
see what's in between, and they
took great pleasure in doing
just that. Then one day someone
discovered that if you walked as
fast as possible and looked at
nothing but your shoes you would
arrive at your destination much
more quickly. Soon everyone was
doing it. They all rushed down
the avenues and hurried along the
boulevards seeing nothing of the
wonders and beauties of their
city as they went.'
oI
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LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SITE
The city of Woburn, Middlesex
County, is located in Eastern
Massachusetts, bordered by Wil-
mington on the north, Reading
and Stoneham on the east and Win-
chester to the south. It is ten
miles from Boston, 16 miles from
the city of Lowell, 11 miles from
Waltham and 218 miles from New
York City. The city covers 12.86
square miles with a density of
about 3400 persons per square
mile. The population estimation
is 39,200.
The normal temperature in
January is 30.7 degrees F and
70.3 degrees F in July with an
annual percipitation of 41.20
inches. The elevation of the
city is measured at 107 feet
above sea level. The topograph-
ical characteristics of the city
are: hilly in the south and
west, with some hills measuring
over 300 feet in elevation; fair-
ly open and flat in the north;
and wet, swampy land throughout
the city, but particularly in the
north and east.
21
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U.S. Geographical Survey from Woburn to Cambridge
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Description of Site
The site involved in the
study is located in the western
sector of the city of Woburn, off
of Cambridge Road, a state high-
way which connects Massachusetts
Avenue at Arlington Center to
Route 128 on the Woburn-Burling-
ton line. The density of traffic
on Cambridge Road is due to its
easy accessibility to the follow-
ing: the Lahey Clinic Hospital,
the New England Rehabilitation
Center, the Burlington Mall, and
the Burlington Professional Park.
All of these are within a three
mile radius.
Within the immediate area of
the site the effecting context
contains a high degree of commer-
cial development, residential
tract housing, elderly housing,
an elementary school, and two
churches, as well as the follow-
ing land area: a golf course,
Horn Pond conservation area, rem-
nants of farm land, ledge out-
croppings, and fragments of
rivers and ponds.
The site, Dr. Ptolemy Adams'.
farm and veterinarian clinic,
consists of four acres of glacial
farmland. The site edge zone on
Cambridge Road extends 80 feet
into the site. It is relatively
flat, except to the south where
it drops off about ten feet. A
small hill, with an elevation of
30 feet, dominates the northwest
portion of the site at the edge
of the flat street zone. The
east edge is bordered by a gran-
ite ledge, rising approximately
20 feet above the field, and top-
ped by a 200 year old oak tree.
Between the two rock zones lies
an open field. The site consists
of five buildings: the Main
House and attachments on Cam-
bridge Road, a Barn to the south,
a School (veterinary clinic) to
the east, and a Garage and Car-
riage House to the north edge of
the hill. A fieldstone wall runs
the entire length of the north
side of the site.
25
HISTORY
City of Woburn
Woburn established as a town
in 1642, was an extension of the
town of Charlestown and primarily.
settled as a farming community.
In 1803, with the building of the
Middlesex Canal came economic and
industrial development. By the
time Woburn was incorporated as
a city in 1880 it had become an
industrial center for manufactur-
ing leather products. In the
mid-1900's however, an end came
to the industry of the past cen-
tury affecting the economic sit-
uation of the city. Within the
past two decades, with the con-
struction of two major highways,
Routes 128 and 93, Woburn has be-
come a center for high technology
and industrial parks. Most of
this development occurred in the
eastern and northern sections of
the city. The southern and west-
ern regions maintained their use
26
as major farms until the early
1950's. Dr. Adams' farm is lo-
cated in the western region.
Adams' Farm and Southwest Region
Through research in the Woburn
Public Library and the Cambridge
City Courthouse, the piecing to-
gether of the history of the west
side of Woburn came forth. When
the town was founded in 1648, the
Innitou Indian tribe lived in the
southwest region of the area, at
the edge of Horn Pond and Innitou
Mountain.
By the 1700's, the land was
owned by the Jacob Pierce family.
This included the entire south-
west region. During this time,
Pierce built the main house fac-
ing east, on the west side of
Cambridge Road. Twenty years
later, as a wedding gift to his
daughter and son-in-law, George
Russell, he built a house, facing
Arthur L & Emill Hubert
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west, on a 52 acre site directly
across the road.
By the late 1700's (see map
1775) most of Jacob Pierce's
original land, including the main
house, came under new ownership.
The George Russell property stay-
ed in the Russell family as an
active farm until the early
1900's.
In 1940 the farm was sold,
for the first time, outside the
family to Dr. O'Connor (veterin-
28
arian). At this time, at the in-
tersecting "Four Corners," as the
area between Camb±idge Road and
Lexington Street was known, there
was a village green and school
house. The school house closed
about 1941. The Doctor bought it
and moved it to his property to
use as a veterinary clinic.
Dr. O'Connor sold the proper-
ty in 1950 to Arthur Hubert, who
over a three year period sold 48
acres to the Whitten Bros. Inc.
They then subdivided the land and
built tract housing. The remain-
ing four acres were sold to the
late Dr. Ptolemy A. Adams (veter-
inarian) in 1953. His wife, Fay
Adams, is the present owner.
During the period between
1950 and 1955, this whole region
of the town underwent the largest
land development ever. In 1978,
the last active farm on Cambridge
Road, the B. Herald Farm, sold
off its land and-has since gone
under tract development.
This selling left the Adams'
property the only remaining frag-
ment of rural farm land in the
immediate area. This past summer,
Dr. P.A. Adams passed away, leav-
ing the property in an unstable
situation. It is obvious that
the property can not maintain as
is. Therefore, the question re-
mains as to what change will
occur.
photo left - Jacob Pierce House above photo - Main House 1884
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ANALYSIS OF CONTEXT
Observation of Context
The aerial view map of the
site helps display the many nega-
tive effects of the existing con-
text.
Cambridge Road (Route 3A) is
the major link between many newly
developed areas: i.e., the Lahey
Clinic to the north and the New
England Rehabilitation Center to
the south. This factor, as well
as the increased population in
the surrounding subdivisions, has
dramatically increased the den-
sity of the street traffic. The
visual awareness, as well as the
noise level, pierce beyond the
built road edge.
The commercial development in
and around the "Four Corners"
area (two automobile dealerships,
the "99" Restaurant, two banks,
Dunkin Donuts, and fast food,
quick stop stores) has extended
the random automobile zone to the
extent of extinguishing the
pedestrian realm. The road has
no understandable edge.
Leaving Cambridge Road, the
organic-complete road-forms of
the subdivisions are quite evi-
dent. The natural landscape
(granite outcroppings) is sur7
rounded by these roads, trap-
ping them within their loops.
Their edges are lined with tract
housing, making the inner space
private and inaccessable. The
car zone is brought into the
privacy of the house via the
driveway and pedestrian movement
is confined to the road.
The one exception to this is
the children's footpaths which,
without regard for private prop-
erty or boundaries, follow the
direction of the land. They
create a movement system that is
separate and unique from the
31
Camping: 
. . . Camping is 'visited'
when both intensification and 
-
transformation are ignored.
Buildings are composed, 'solved,'
even built independent from
actual landscape facts/attributes. 
-
Land provides merely subdivision-
al sites for locating real
estate; that is unhappily the
largest part of modern building- 
-
modern nihilism. 'Camping' in
IF itself, where rampant, has des-
14; troyed the associative qualities
of many world cities, and we
understand very well that nothing
is being intensified except the
population density and the
laccess. 'There is no there,
there,
4 ~ 4W
Murice K. Smith, P.A.
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street. These footpaths wind
through the site and converge on
Cambridge Road in front of the
Main House. A policeman crosses
the children going to the elemen--
tary school.
The zone of the study is rec-
tangular. The northwestern edge
along Cambridge Road contains a
new church building (in tract
housing form) and a neighboring
1900 house, used as a church
school. The 100 yard plot be-
tween the two is paved for park-
ing. To the southeast are the
remains of the original Jacob
Pierce house and barn. In be-
tween these two lies the Reeves
Elementary School. This school
provides the only outdoor col-
lective space and yet is un-
successful because it is left
over space without a form. The
school's ballfield is in a low
lying wet area which is flooded
most of the year.
The boundary to the north
edge of the site is the original
boundary to the site and is a
fieldstone wall. The eastern
boundary is a granite ledge, and
the southern boundary is the
property lines of the subdivi-
sions beyond. The design study
will.focus on the Adams' prop-
erty, although the elementary
school and the original Pierce
house play a major role in the
future of the site.
33
Access
The main access to the site,
namely the driveway, presents
many problems. First, its place-
ment dissects the site, while its
length allows automobiles to pen-
etrate into the center zone. The
driveway is also situated too
near the Main House, destroying
privacy to the northern and west-
ern sides and limiting the use of
the frontal zones of the house.
CONTOUR STUDY DIAGRAM
The North Hill and the South
Ledge create a low protected area
of field within their passing.
At its lowest contour level is
an underground spring that sur-
faces in the wet months.
34
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CATALOGUING DIMENSIONS OF SITE
Analysis of Land Walls
The site contains four major
types of land walls: fieldstone
boundary walls, one-sided field-
stone retaining walls, fieldstone
foundation walls and granite
foundation walls and steps.
The function of existing land
walls was to define an individ-
ual's territory. The placing of
the stones was the actual setting
of the boundaries. Fieldstone
walls with granite caps were used
to define access roads. In the
present, the remnants of these
walls evoke more than memories.
Their presence builds a contin-
uity at landscape size.
The second move for these
fieldstones was of land retention,
allowing the barns and outbuild-
ings to inhabit them. Territory
was contained on which to build,
but almost always remained two to
three feet above grade, propping
the framework.
Cut granite walls were used
to define more important edges.
These include ho'use to access
(steps), property lines to public
access, and in the public sector,
edges to major buildings, public
walls and even entire buildings.
Today we see a trace of this
hierarchy in the form of cut
granite curbstones.
Access
The two-way. access road of the
site is 16 feet wide and 240 feet
long. The city codes for parking
require 200 square feet per car.
The necessity for this amount of
space per car should be challeng-
ed since cars are thirty percent
smaller today, with the minimum
dimension needed being 60 square
feet and the maximum being 128
square feet.
Maurice K, Smith,
Blackman House
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Dimensions Between Buildings
Dimensions of Buidlings
1. Main House - occupies zone
85' x 60'
main dwelling - 31' x 40'
additive pieces are:
18' x 26'; 14' x 22';
16' x 20'; 9' x 12'.
2~@o
2. Barn - 36' x 40'
3. School House - 26' x 48'
4. Garage - 22' x 32'
5. Carriage House - 28' x 31'
Existing buildings give-a range
of nine sizes with a minimum of
9' x 12' and a maximum of 36' x
40'.
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"Something there is that doesn't
love a wall,
That sends the frozen-ground-
swell under it,
And spills the upper boulders in
the sun;
And makes gaps 'even two can pass
abreast.
The work of hunters is another
thing:
I have come after them and made
repair
where they have left not one
stone on a stone,
But they would have the rabbit
out of hiding,
To please the yelping dogs. The
gaps I mean,
No one has seen them made or
heard them made,
But at spring mending-time we
find them there.
I let my neighbor know beyond
the hill;
And on a day we meet to walk the
line
And set the wall between us as we
go.
To each the boulders that have
fallen to each.
And some are loaves and some so
nearly balls
We have to use a spell to make
them balance:
'Stay where you are until our
backs are turned!'
We wear fingers rough with hand-
ling them.
Oh, just another kind of out-
door game,
One on a side. It comes to
little more;
There where it is we do not need
the wall;
He is all pine and I am apple
orchard.,
My apple trees will never get
across
And eat the cones under his pines,
I tell him.
He only says, 'Good fences make
good neighbors.'
"Spring is the mischief in me, and
I wonder
If I could put a notion in his
head;
'Why do they make good neighbors?
Isn't it
Where there are cows? But here
there are no cows.
Before I built a wall I'd ask to
know
What I was walling in or walling
out,
And to whom I was like to give
offence.
Something there is that doesn't
love a wall,
That wants it down.' I could say
'Elves' to him,
But it's not elves exactly, and
I'd rather
He said it for himself. I see
him there
Bringing a stone grasped firmly
by the top
In each hand, like an old-stone
-savage armed.
He moves in darkness as it seems
to me,
Not of woods only and the shade
of trees.
He will not go behind his
father's saying,
and he likes having thought of
it so well
He says again, 'Good fences make
good neighbors.'
Robert Frost, Mending Wall
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Density
The site contains five build-
ings.
The Main House (1730's) and
attachments begin to address the
direction of Cambridge Road,
creating a wall to the street. A
Carriage House and Garage line
the edge of the North Hill. The
School House (veterinary clinic)
is to the east and ends the
driveway. There is an eight foot
drop in elevation from front to
back leading to the open field.
The Barn's gable end faces south
and begins to build a corner to
the southeast in association with
the School House. Its elevation
also drops eight feet front to
back.
40
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"To be in touch with water, we
must above all be able to swim;
and to swim daily, the pools and
ponds and holes for swimming must
be so widely scattered through
the city, that each person can
reach one within minutes."
"In every neighborhood, provide
some still water--a pond, a
pool--for swimming. Keep the
pool open to the public at all
times, but make the entrance to
the pool only from the shallow
side of the pool, and make the
pool deepen gradually, starting
from one or two inches deep."
Christopher Alexander, Still
Waters, Pattern Language
42
DEVELOPMENT OF VOCABULARY
The Program
Analysis of the site led to
the building of a program from
the needs of the context. Once
established, this program served
basically as a guideline for
dimensions. Due to the ever-
changing context of society's
needs, one cannot project the
future use of a building. How-
ever, with the variety of build-
ing sizes on this site many
options become available.
The programmatical results
are as follows:
1. The Main House - Due to
increasing need for professional
office space in the area and the
proximity to the road, a large
portion of the house could be
used for office space, while the
south attachment could be reserv-
ed for a residence.
Garage - These building will com-
bine activities with a possible
addition of a new building in this
area along the North Hill Edge.
These activities might include a
medical association, coffee shop
and apartment.
3. The School House - A link
could be established between the
Reeves Elementary School and the
site, due to the lack of space
within the Reeves School. As the
kindergarten is overcrowded, this
could be used to alleviate that
problem.
4. The Barn - Due to its
size, height and location it
needs to be a large, collective
space. Some possibilities are a
town meeting place, theater,
bingo hall, etc.
5. Outdoor Open Space -
Parking will meet minimum re-
quirements. There will be
hard surface, soft surface and
water play areas and a place in
the land for large, collective
meetings. There will also be
gardens and a greenhouse. The
final component of the outdoor
space would be a pool with a
bathhouse, located in the open
field area. By looking at the
neighborhood and seeing an above
ground pool in each yard and
realizing the present and future
water shortage, a community
based pool would be more feasible.
It will be used for swimming in
the summer and winter skating.
WA~ z~~fq . - -
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2. The Carriage House and
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Vocabulary of Access
The following is a study of
accessing the site by automobiles
and pedestrians.
A. Parking at front (north-
west); limited driving access to
buildings.
B. Parking at rear (south-
west); limited driving access to
buildings.
C. Through access; edges
absorbing the parked cars, ped-
estrians filtering off.
D. Parking at front and
rear.
E. Parking at Cambridge Road;
walking access.
F. Parking at rear of site;
walking access.
G. Parking at front and
rear; walking access.
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VOCABULARY OF ACCESS
In order to meet the zoning
board requirements for parking at
various community activities to
be held, it was found that the
entire sight would have to be.
paved. Due to the large amount
of existing nearby parking and
the relative proximity of the
neighborhood, a minimum number
of parking spaces have been in-
cluded.
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There will be three options
for parking cars. The first is
in packet of clusters; the second
allows the edge to absorb cars;
and the third, in a few isolated
areas along the north edge, one
or two spaces will be provided
under the buildings.
... ... 1 _' -_ .
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The goal of this study was to
develop an access system that
left the car world behind. This
would be an ideal system, but
would not be feasible. Emergency
vehicles, handicapped persons and
delivery vehicles must be able to
access the building.
The following diagram evolved
from the seven listed options.
The entry of the ,site will
be moved to the far northeast
corner of the Cambridge road
edge. There will be a small
pocket for parking in this area.
Limited vehicle access will move
through the site, ending at the
pool.
First pass at optional access
studies.
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VOCABULARY OF WALLS
After cataloguing the dimen-
sions of outdoor spaces between
and around the site buildings, a
system of traces of large wall
moves was devised. These moves
would permit the inhabiting of
buildings as well as access di-
mensions. A few simple rules
were set up for the movement of
the traces.
1. When a new wall passes
an old wall there will be a dis-
placed dimension which at min-
imum allows access and at max-
imum would be room size.
2. The access walls will
move freely with the contours
and the foundation walls wili be
controlled by a rectilinear sys-
tem displacing from the land
walls.
3. The land walls will be
fieldstone with granite caps.
The foundation walls will be
~-:---*
A ri
concrete. The steps will be made
out of granite.
Maurice K. Smith, Blackman
House
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Description of traces
The above pho to shows stamps that
were constructed from the trace
dimensions. These simplified the
process of exploring the many op-
tions for placing the land walls.
Placement of Trace in Land
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VOCABULARY OF INHABITING THE WALLS
The existing context is to
have its density increased. This
process will be in total contrast
to the sub-divided context. The
goal is to not only extend the
old building system, but to de-
velop a new language for extend-
ing the system. Instead of the
building being a complete object,
I want to open the building to
allow light and landscape to
build an exchange. The condi-
tions of the site, land forms
and natural forces will deter-
mine the density.
The attachments to the Main
House will be intensified in
order to build the direction
along Cambridge Road. The
North Hill Edge buildings will
be continuous, building a wall
to the winter winds. Movement
will be parallel. The south-
east corner will be open and
52
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French Farm
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Plan denemble
1 potager
2 anclenne habitation
3 pigeonnier
4 fontaIne
5 hangar
6 reervoir
7 berg-
8 fow cave, logerment du berger
9 grange
10 habitaon-exploltation actuefe ,
11 hangar matrI
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Charles Moore, Sea Ranch
passable. The Pool edge will be
continuous with the land forms,
building a wall to the north and
opening to the south field.
The structural system of the
existing buildings consist of
timber-framed bays, with infill
walls and an exterior skin wrap-
ping the frame. Room-sized bays,
with an access bay between, are
found in the Main House. In its
attachments, one single bay forms
a building-sized attaching piece.
A rectangular isolated grid sys-
tem of bays is found in the Barn
and Garage. In the School House
and Carriage House the structural
process is like that of the Barn
except that the framework is ex-
tended. This system differs from
the attachments of the Main House
in that it is not self-stable.
They connect to the main posts of
the exisiting system and extend
out.
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Figurv 49 Gedney house. slem. Mom (Mginal "ame of ca
1iss and mochitkmson of ca 1700 lat sigati, w1th Identifica-
lion of siniftural units
Chimney gr
Chimney post
Story post
st
The simplicity of the tim-
ber framing system made possible
the movement of building pieces
and the exchange of building
parts.
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California, Stewarts Point Barn
Through the analysis of the
framework the following rules
evolved:
1. A general rule for ex-
tending the framework of the
existing buildings is to main-
tain a portion of the original
building.
2. A second concept is to
expose the framework by peeling
back the skin or opening out the
roof. This allows light to fil-
ter into the depths of the build-
ing.
3. A third element of the
vocabulary is the movement of the
closure line to allow penetration
of the wall into an outdoor room
(porch), creating an exchange
with the landscape.
4. A fourth rule creates a
light joint (slack dimension) be-
tween the old and new framework
by extending or displacing the
system.
Fonthill Mercer, Doylestown, Pa.
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11. PMan, ronthill (Mercer's castle), Doylestowrn, Pennsylvania, 19op-l0
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Section of North Hill Edge - looking east
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Opening Out of the Roof
Smith House, Harvard, Mass.
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1. MAIN HOUSE CAMBRIDGE ROAD AREA
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West Elevation
South ElevationDocumentation Drawings of Main House on Cambridge
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Foundation Plan
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First Floor Plan
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"Tree at my window, window tree,
My sask is lowered when night
comes on;
But let there never be curtain
drawn
Between you and me.
"Vague dream-head lifted out of
the ground,
And thing next most diffuse to
cloud,
Not all your light tongues talk-
ing aloud
Could be profound.
"But, tree, I have seen you taken
and tossed,
And if you have seen me when I
slept,
You have seen me when I was taken
and swept
And all but lost.
"That day she put our heads to-
gether,
Fate had her imagination about
her,
Your head so much concerned with
outer,
Mine with inner, weather."
Tree at My Window
Robert Frost
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VOCABULARY OF THE MAIN HOUSE
This being a 1700 house, it
is important to maintain the
original street facade and to re-
store the defined granite edge
of the original period. Due to
its size and location, it does
not seem feasible that it will
remain as a residence. There-
fore, it is programmed for pro-
fessional office space, with
perhaps the south attachment re-
maining a small residence.
At the southwest corner of
the attaching shed stands a five
foot diameter ash tree, dating
approximately back to 1830. The
land, sloping away at its roots,
is eroding and is in need of
restoration.
The principles of the frame-
work are:
1. To extend the attaching
system of the north side in order
to reinforce the direction along
Cambridge Road.
~1c
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2. To displace and extend
the south attachement. This dis-
placement allows access and light
into the courtyard. It allows
the building of an outdoor room
to protect the tree. It also
gains privacy for the south
attachment by moving the attach-
ment away from the Main House and
further back from the road.
Frank Lloyd Wright, Hanna House82
1I
Pattern Study - Main House (displacing the attachments)
Cliveden, The Chew Mansion,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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3. To open up the soutwest
corner of the main structure
(framewall) and to pull back the
ground level closure line. A
study of the framework should
show that there are two access
conditions existing in the old
framework. There are:
a. An access bay with room
bays attaching off of it in
the main house.
b. A room-to-room access in
the additional attachments.
Both of these systems are
cellular, with no spatial ex-
change. The opening of the in-
terior frame will allow new
access systems to be introduced.
4-c,A TI. , IPIrf AaII4 f'"SC -4-1-''''
Fairbanks House, Dedham, Mass., 163684
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4. The introduction of the
new system, or the displacement
of the existing attachments, re-
quired a light joint dimension.
This dimension evolved from the
old system. The addition of the
material dimension across the
framework gave a new additive
dimension, which at minimum is
window size and at maximum, room
size. This light joint would be
used between the existing and
future systems. By shifting the
original pattern and repeating
it, many options for growth ap-
peared (see diagram). An ex-
ception to this light joint rule
happens in the extension of a
room sized bay. Here, the moving
out of the framework attaches
directly to the exisiting system.
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2. NORTH HILL EDGE
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East Elevation
South Elevation
Documentation Drawings of
Carriage House and Garage
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DEVELOPING VOCABULARY
The North Hill Edge
The North Hill Edge built
pieces are programmed for the
possibility of a medical assoc-
iation to inhabit them. A new
building piece will be added.
It will consist of a coffee shop,
office and an area for pool re-
lated activities.
The building direction will
move along the contours of the
> Fagede sud-oues
P@t hill and begin to open out into
the field. A collective area
will compose the direction
. .change.
A wall to the north will be
-L tbuilt by this density of edge.
An access dimension will be gain-
ed between the built edge and
Cow*Mngua.m ADcoW. hnMs...co the hill.
The south frame will be open
for the penetration of light and
750-- - -
access. The framework will move
out from the terraced wall, creat-
94
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French Farm House
Plan d'nenmble -.....
ing a spatial exchange.
The land terrace and garden
walls have been placed by the
land vocabulary studies, hence
the development of the vocabulary
will concentrate on the alloca-
tion of the framework to the
landwalls.
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The principles of the frame-
work are:
1. The Garage will maintain
one-third and the Carriage House
two-thirds of their original
structure.
2a. The framework pattern
studies of the terraced walls
guided the first move, the dis-
placement of the existing Garage
framework. (Framework pattern
studies are detailed in the Main
House vocabulary section.) The
dimension of displacement is that
of one bay plus a light joint
dimension over the existing re-
taining walls. This movement
will allow the propping of the
framework, which will create a
light joint that spatially con-
nects with the vertical zones.
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2b. Wanting to create a zone
of privacy for an overnight
apartment in the hill, the pat-
tern displaced the Carriage
House diagonally to the rear of
the Garage. The dimension of
exchange is again one bay plus
a light joint dimenstion.
2c. The movement of patterns,
following the analysis of direc-
tion change, freed the system to
move along the hill edge and
established a strong framework.
The new building requirements now
had many options for inhabiting
the framework.
3a. The building access con-
sists of a public zone at ground/
terrace level and a private zone
at the roof level. The public
access dimension between the
Carriage House and the Garage
will allow for pedestrian access
through the land terrace. The
private access dimension will
transform into a built screen
connecting the frameworks at the
eaves.
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Frank Lloyd Wright, Taliesin East
Study of North Hill Edge
Maurice K. Smith, Blackman
House
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Note: Framework denotes
major structural elements.
Screen denotes secondary closure
members used to prop roofs, walls,
etc.
3b. The public movement on
the north side of the new build-
ing travels parallel between the
built edge and the hill edge mov-
ing off the path and into the
building, the framework props
over the terrace wall creating
a spatial exchange which builds
the vertical movement. A second
level access will connect the
private roof zones, creating out-
door rooms by displacing the
framework.
4. Via a built light screen,
roofs will be displaced and prop-
ped, allowing penetration of
access and light, creating roof
zone privacies. 
.
Framework Exchange with
a. Terrace Wall
t
b. Garden Wall
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East Elevation
Documentation Drawings of Barn
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"Where's this barn's house? It
never had a house,
Or joined with sheds in ring-
around a dooryard.
The hunter scuffling leaves goes
by at dusk,
The gun reversed that he went out
with shouldered.
The harvest moon and then the
hunter's moon.
Well, the moon after that, came
one at last
To close this outpost barn and
close the season.
The fur-thing, muff-thing, rock-
ing in and out
Across the threshold in the twi-
light fled him.
He took the props down used for
propping open,
And set them up again for prop-
ping shut,
The widespread double doors two
stories high.
118
The advantage-disadvantage of
these doors
Was that tramp taking sanctuary
there
Must leave them unlocked to be-
tray his presence.
They could be locked but from the
outside only.
There is a fellow on the ocean
now
Or down a mine or at the mill
(I met him)
Who slept there in a mow of
meadow hay
One night (he told me.) And the
barn he meant
Was the one I meant. Our de-
tails agreed.
We said Well twice to what we had
in common,
The old barn at the bottom of the
fogs.
Its only windows were the crev-
ices
All up and down it. So that wak-
ing there
New morning to the light of day
was more
Like waking in a cage of silver
bars.
Its locks were props-and that re-
minded him.
Trust him to have his bitter
politics
Against his unacquaintances the
rich
Who sleep in houses of their own,
though mortgaged.
Conservatives, they don't know
what to save.
Consider what they treasure under
glass,
Yet leave such lovely shafts out-
doors to perish.
Would someone only act in time
we yet
Might see them on arack like
famous oars,
Their label Prop-Locks, only
specimens
In chestnut now become a
precious wood
As relic of a vanished race of
trees--
When these go there will be none
to replace them.
Yes, right I was, the locks were
props outside;
And it had almost given him
troubled dreams
To think that though he could not
lock himself in,
The cheapest tramp that came
along that way
Could mischievously lock him in
to stay."
Robert Frost
Old Barn at the Bottom
of the Fogs
(31%
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VOCABULARY OF THE SOUTHEAST CORNER
The Barn and the School House
associatively build the Southeast
Corner. With using the Barn for
collective activities and the
School House for a kindergarten,
there becomes a need for an ac-
tive exchange zone. This zone
will take the form of a collec-
tive outdoor room.
The principles of the frame-
work are:
1. Degree of change
a. The north facade of the
Barn will be restored. Two-
thirds of the east wall and one-
third of the west wall will be
retained. The south facade will
open and extend its framework
resulting in the construction of
a built-light corner in the south-
east.
b. The southwest corner
of the School will be extended.
The remaining portion will be
restored.120
e 2
Alexander Calder, Studio, France
121French Farm House
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2. Pattern Studies
a. Wanting to retain th
Barn as an isolated object,
pattern studies extended the
system of the Barn. The eas
light-joint dimension would
one-third of the wall's leng
This enabled the penetration
through the old wall to move
from beyond the existing frame-
work to out over the landscape.
The south gable end was trans-
formed by extending and alter-
nating the pattern, intensify-
ing the framework to a built
screen. The west wall extended
a minimum dimension to introduce
a roof at entry level, bracing
off the existing framework.
b. The south facade through
the pattern extended a joint di-
mension. This enabled the assem-
bling of a screen wall to the
south which would then prop the
hinged roof. This screen would
allow the southeast morning light
e to filter deep into the School
the House. Displacing the pattern to
the southeast over the terrace
t wall created a room-sized build-
be ing piece for warm weather class
th. use.
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3. Access
a. To provide access, the
west wall will be opened, moving
through the existing framework.
The closure at ground level will
displace two bays so that you
experience the full dimension of
the frame upon entering. With
this opening of the frame, the
ground reciprocates with the in-
terior. Vertical movement from
the western upper terrace to the
lower southern terrace is via the
foundation (indoor-outdoor zone).
A continuous movement system
exists through the old founda-
tion of the Barn under the south
terrace connecting the east
School House terrace and ending
at the pool.
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b. On the west facade the
original existing entry will be
restored and reaffirmed. The ex-
tending bay will help to inten-
sify this main entry. Public
ground access will originate
around the School, continue to
the north side of the new build-
ing piece and end at the back
east play terrace over the pool.
The private built screen second
level access will connect the two
zones.
4. Roofs
a. The Barn sheathing will
be propped by the screen, expos-
ing the framework. Construction
of the new roof zone will add
access to experience the roof
framework.
b. The main two-thirds of
the School House roof will be
hinged and propped to allow
accessing through the eaves to
the built access screen.
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4. OPENFIELD POOL AREA
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Pools and Streams
"We came from the water; our
bodies are largely water; and
water plays a fundamental role
in our psychology. We need
constant access to water, all
around us; and we cannot have
it without reverence for water
in all its forms. But every-
where in cities water is out
of reach."
"Preserve natural pool and
streams and allow them to run
through the city; make paths for
people to walk along them and
footbridges to cross them. Let
the streams form natural barriers
in the city, with traffice cross-
ing them only infrequently on
bridges."
Christopher Alexander,
Pattern Language130
OPENFIELD --POOL
Description
The pool is located in the
back open field. The north edge
is established by the Pool Pavil-
ion and ground form walls. The
Pool is contained at the east by
the rock ledge. To the southeast
lies the open field. The School
House and Pool entry complete the
closure at the west. The Pool
will have year-round use, with
swimming in the summer and skat-
ing in the winter. F.L. Wright, Fall
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VOCABULARY FOR POOL
The principles of the frame-
work are:
A. Patterns. The framework
dimensions evolved from the Barn
and the School House. The built-
light joint frees itself from the
pattern to additively build an
inhabitable fence. The pattern
is realized in the collective
pavilion space. This space is
backed by a fireplace, the dimen-
sions of which are derived from
the fireplaces in the Main House.
The framework at the east end is
roofed to provide a viewing plat-
form. The framework edging the
pool, through a collective option
of dimensions, will build a pro-
tective inhabitable screen around
the pool.
B. Access. The open field
Pool, being the most remote area
from Cambridge Road, extinguishes
the presence of the automobile,
allowing the natural attributes
of water and land to dominate.
Movement from the west, under the
built screen or through the pa-
vilion, is the entry to the pool.
The children's area to the pool
associates with the pavilion and
the inhabitable fence. Within
this area, the ground form defines
shallow play zones six to twelve
inches deep. As you move out
towards the south, beyond the
observation platform, the pool
gradually gains depth. The
southeast and southwest edges are
soft, sandy and shallow creating
a zone for soft water play.
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CONCLUSION
The following quote summa-
rizes the studies:
"...Even now, a generation later,
some of them still discover that
a certain smell, a certain taste,
a certain kind of early morning
overcast sky can bring back a
mood, an event, a landscape from
the past as if it had been yes--
terday."
"...A Landscape should establish
bonds between people,...and above
all a landscape should contain
the kind of spatial organization
which fosters such experiences
and relationships;.. .These are
what make us recall it with emo-
tion."
"...We seem to be living in the
midst of a second and more mas-
sive volkerwanderung, in a
period when old landscapes dis-
appear and new landscapes in-
volving new relationships, new
demands on the environment are
slowly taking form."
"...for it is only when we begin
to participate emotionally in a
landscape that its uniqueness. and
beauty are revealed to us."
J.B. Jackson, The Necessity
for Ruins
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